Rebuttal to attachment 3b

Assertion: The entire TRO filing and the separate civil action filed against me by Clayton- Tarvin are
SLAPP actions designed and engineered to silence my 1st amendment rights. This filing is entirely
political in nature, like most activities of Gina Clayton-Tarvin and should be subject to sanctions as a
false filing. The fact that it was submitted under oath, indicates that Gina Clayton-Tarvin is so desperate
to silence her critics that she is willing to commit apparent perjury in order to construct a false narrative
that presents herself as a “Victim”.
While Clayton-Tarvin’s “Charges” are frightening, were they true, they are merely designed to inflame
sympathy and would no doubt, constitute grounds for granting a Temporary Restraining order, in a
scenario where the accused has no right to respond to the charges.
Background: Gina Clayton-Tarvin is an elected public official in the Ocean View School District, in
Huntington Beach California. Clayton- Tarvin is active in Democratic Party activities and is currently
heavily involved in the campaigns of Congressional Candidate Harley Rouda and Gubernatorial
candidate Gavin Newsome. Numerous statements made by Clayton-Tarvin indicate that she is interested
in ascending to higher office.
Charles Keeler Johnson is a resident of Huntington Beach. Johnson is politically active and ideologically
conservative. Johnson is and has been a vocal critic of Gina Clayton-Tarvin. Johnson publishes a blog,
hbsledgehammer.com that is both parody and flat out critic of Gina Clayton- Tarvin and her associates
and acolytes and other unqualified political office holders, both Republican and Democrat.
Many of the “charges” listed can be summarily refuted by simply reading the blog posts for context.
Speaking of context, Tarvin’s “Charges” consist of many snippets of words and sentence, separated from
their overall context as to render them devoid of the context required to understand them. Additionally,
Clayton-Tarvin makes the incredulous assertion and assumption that said “Charges” are directed at her,
and constitute “Threats”.
Additionally, if these charges were true, and Gina Clayton- Tarvin truly was living in fear of Johnson, why
have no criminal charges been filed against Johnson by the authorities?
It is easily demonstrable that Clayton Tarvin fabricated a false narrative in the attempt to restrain the
political speech of Johnson in an attempt to stop both the release of facts surrounding her previous
fabrications, and the continuing parody of the activities of an elected public official with whom he has
severe disagreements with, regarding political philosophy and ideology.
This is nothing more than a SLAPP suit disguised as a false narrative of “Victimhood”.

